
Case Study: New Bedford Panoramex Corporation

SNAP PAC System Components Play Key Role in Company's Wireless Access Solution for 
Aviation Lighting Systems
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Background 

Upland, California-based New Bedford Panoramex Corporation 
(NBP), founded in 1966, specializes in control systems for the 
aviation, petroleum, utilities, and power industries. The company 
has also formed a partnership with the United States Federal 
Government to develop defense-related products and systems. 
Most recently, NBP has expanded its design and development 
expertise into air traffic control systems, lighting systems, 
navigation and landing aids, and other systems used in the 
aerospace and aviation industry by government agencies and 
private sector customers that include the US Department of 
Transportation and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

New Bedford Panoramex is also the developer of the Integrated 
Wireless Access System (IWAS), which provides a wireless solution 
for air traffic control towers to access and control remote field 
equipment that the FAA (in its acronym heavy nomenclature) 
refers to as PAPIs (Precision Approach Path Indicators), MALSRs 
(Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System with Runway 
Alignment Indicator Lights), and REILs (Runway End Identifier 
Lights). All are lighting systems that differ in the type and number 
of individual lights they include, the color of the lights, their 
intensity, and how and where they’re positioned on the airfield or 
runway.

How it Works

The key components of the IWAS are Opto 22 SNAP PAC System 
programmable automation controllers and SNAP I/O systems that 
interface to General Electric (GE) wireless transceivers, which in 
turn establish the connections from the field equipment to the 
IWAS base station. For communication purposes, IWAS offers two 
distinct and separate wireless signal “paths” that provide the 
redundancy needed to safeguard against any losses in 
communication.

“The base station PACs offer a connection to any device that 
requires a wireless connection to the field,” explains Andrea Orr, 
Marketing/Sales Engineer at NBP. “These devices include an 
OptoTerminal that’s used to connect to lighting equipment as well 
as personal computers, which are occasionally used to aggregate 
data from other types of field equipment.”

Each IWAS is configured for a specific type of equipment and each 
IWAS’s remote SNAP PAC System includes a controller and the 
appropriate I/O modules for monitoring and controlling this 
equipment. These modules connect to and receive various types 
of operational data from field equipment, and then process and 
communicate this data as logic signals used by computers and 
controllers. With the IWAS, for example, serial modules provide a 
bi-directional interface to read and write to the GE transceivers. 
Analog input modules monitor power supply voltage input status; 
digital input modules track the systems’ on/off status and detect 
operational faults; and digital output modules enable remote on/
off switching.

Analog, digital, and serial I/O provides 
comprehensive monitoring and on/off switching.
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The base station’s OptoTerminal-G75, which serves as a user interface 
for receiving and viewing data and exercising control, is a NEMA-4 
rated, graphics-based, color display terminal used to monitor, send 
commands to, and receive real-time data from the lighting systems (or 
any other devices or equipment) connected to the Opto 22 PACs and 
I/O systems.

“This OptoTerminal provides a user interface to all the equipment 
we’re supporting,” says Orr. “ It’s also been configured to provide 
maintenance functions, such as monitoring communication from the 
PAC to the remote units, and diagnostic monitoring of the base station 
itself—for example, providing data relating to internal power 
supplies.” 

The IWAS is a subsystem of New Bedford’s Integrated Control and 
Monitoring System (ICMS™), which is a larger, hard-wired system 
based in the control tower. IWAS was developed, in part, to augment 
the ICMS in circumstances where cabling from the tower to remote 
equipment would be difficult. In some cases, the IWAS base station 
unit communicates with PAC controllers in the ICMS racks through a 
wired Ethernet network. Status and control of remote equipment can 
be obtained directly from the ICMS or from the user terminal on the 
base station. In other instances, the IWAS stands alone, serving as a 
functional replacement for the ICMS 

New Bedford Panoramex Corporation is currently providing Integrated 
Wireless Access Systems for some of the country’s largest airports, 
including Seattle-Tacoma International, LaGuardia and John F. 
Kennedy International in New York City, and Dulles International in 
Washington D.C. 

About Opto 22

Opto 22 develops and manufactures hardware and software for 
applications involving industrial automation and control, remote 
monitoring, and data acquisition. Opto 22 products use standard, 
commercially available networking and computer technologies, and 
have an established reputation worldwide for ease-of-use, innovation, 
quality, and reliability. Opto 22 products are used by automation end-
users, OEMs, and information technology and operations personnel. 
The company was founded in 1974 and is privately held in Temecula, 
California, USA. Opto 22 products are available through a worldwide 
network of distributors and system integrators. For more information, 
contact Opto 22 headquarters at +1-951-695-3000 or visit 
www.opto22.com.

User interfaces are available on PCs and operator terminals.

Opto 22 controllers and I/O are the key components of 
control towers’ IWAS base stations.

http://www.opto22.com/

